Increased academic rigor, strategically enhanced curricula and an intensified focus on ethical practices and Catholic theological tradition will drive student learning success as the university continues to tap the city of Chicago to extend classroom learning.

GOAL I  ENRICH ACADEMIC QUALITY

Objective 1a. Strategically enhance curricula.

Objective 1b. Raise the academic rigor and expectations for student learning.

Objective 1c. Educate all students for an increasingly globalized world.

Objective 1d. Be a model provider for quality distance learning.

Objective 1e. Provide opportunities for all students to learn ethical systems and demonstrate ethical practice.

Objective 1f. Increase opportunities for the study and exploration of Catholic intellectual and theological tradition and praxis through curricular and co-curricular initiatives.

Objective 1g. Engage the City of Chicago to extend classroom learning.

Objective 1h. Foster an academic advising environment that supports student learning success.

Objective 1i. Support faculty work.

Objective 1j. Become the dominant provider within certain markets.

Objective 1k. Raise DePaul's academic reputation.

Objective 1l. Build new facilities for theatre, music and science; expand and enhance facilities for the College of Law; increase classroom capacity at Lincoln Park and Loop.